SUGAR SNAP PEAS
PROBLEM SOLVING GENIUSES- HARMONY THIESSEN
Known for humorous and provocative presentations, Harmony Thiessen’s latest gem SSP is
an introduction to numerous methods and techniques to shake up the status quo and get your
audience thinking differently. Problems get solved, “getting stuck” is history, and innovation
and solutions become the norm with some SUGAR SNAP PEAS on the plate!

SUGAR SNAP PEAS
PROBLEM SOLVING GENIUSES
WHATS YOUR PROBLEM? If you lead a company, pay the payroll, insure
the assets, clean the facility or manage operations, you have something in
common with every other job description – every week you face at least one
challenging PROBLEM that needs to be solved. Many times these
problems are recreated from last week’s problem that was not adequately
addressed – and the monster grew!
With the SUGAR SNAP PEAS process, your team or organization will learn
creative methods and techniques for getting past the symptoms of a
problem and into the elements of effective solutions that make lasting
change.
We think big, dream wildly, study context, laugh and do great work – in only
20 minutes! [30 min also available] You’ll leave with unique tools to help you solve ANY PROBLEM –
professional or personal.
SUGAR SNAP PEAS is also offered as a half-day professional workshop using many unusual tools and
interactive features to assist your team with problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership
development, vision casting, and innovation. Contact Harmony Thiessen at
Harmony@HarmonyThiessen.com (720-507-0788) for full details and pricing or visit the website..
Harmony Thiessen (BIO EXPRESS)
Keynote presenter Harmony Thiessen has spoken to over 200,000 people in over 20 countries
for over 20 years! Born to inspire, Harmony’s genius has been in the area of creative thinking,
design, development, and problem solving. An accomplished abstract artist (artmystory.com),
Harmony uses the same open-minded techniques that come naturally to her in art to educate
and equip anyone who wants to learn creative thinking for practical solutions.
After a 20-year career in human relief and development in developing countries, Harmony has
owned several small businesses: speakers coaching, marketing, digital marketing,
communications, and art related retail products. Harmony’s graduate studies majored in
education: leadership and curriculum design. She serves on several leadership teams in business, was a member of the
Disaster Relief Management for the Canadian Red Cross, and works as a court appointed advocated for Children. (CASA)
Founder of SugarSnapsUniversity.com, Harmony is determined to produce a wide range of online courses for instruction in
introductory and immediate and advanced problem solving studies. Visit: SugarSnapsUniversity.com Having lived in Canada
for decades, she recently returned to the United States and currently resides in the Denver area.
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